
Nurse Controller JCHN35H1



Data Sheet

Color: light grey

10.1-inch IPS capacitive touching screen 

Image resolution of 1280*800 with colored contents

Tow physical buttons: stop and on-off

Contents can be customized

More extensive functions working with Jiecang control box

IP rating: IP20
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Features

Modify personal information after clicking corresponding part 

on navigation bar. Information would be protected by your own 

password

Click the corresponding action or locking menus to control the 

bed. The screen would show real-time angle values, which can 

be cleared.

Night light key control the light on or off that helps the night 

jobs.

Physical buttons are for quick stop or nursing controller on or 

off.

With weighing sensors, JCHN35H1 could show and record the 

weighting sensor. The historical weighing data is automatically 

recorded by the nurse station according to the time, usually at 6:00, 

12:00 and 18:00 in everyday for 3 times, and naturally form a curve 

chart. It can record the data of recent one mont.

Out of bed detection: adjustable volumes. It won't quit when 

changing interfaces

System setting: can set time and language choices

At any operation, the physical button “stop” would stop any actions. 

Meanwhile, all action menus would turn to locked. 

Others

Nurse Controller 
JCHN35H1
JCHN35H1 is a brand new nurse controller with a 10.1-inch 

touching panel of image resolution of 1280*800. Through it, 

we can input patient information and control bed status. It can 

also record historical weighting data. Crucial information would

 be memorized even if power off. It can set “out of bed detection”, 

which is more convenient for care jobs. Concise structure with 

only two physical buttons could conduct “stop” and “on-off”. 

Abnormal prompt would pop out at any interface when something 

goes amiss. 
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Dimensions



Ordering Key 
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Work together

Cable length

Plug and cable

PCB code
Color
Number of button pairs
A:With background;
B:Without background

Type

JCB35H1 - B - 0 - G - 0 - 8D1 - 0D8 - 0
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